PROMOTE LIKE A PRO
WITH OUR RANGE OF PRODUCTS

CORRUGATED PLASTIC SIGNS
STARTING AT

23.53
$
34.14

$

Use these Corrugated Plastic Signs to promote your event. These
signs are perfect for short-term outdoor use. Rectangular and
custom shapes are available in single- and double-sided options.
Step Stake sold separately.

(C)

&

GOLF FLAGS

(C)

This flag will give your course or event a personalized touch.
IMPORTANT:
Your artwork will be printed on 200 denier nylon. Single-sided flags
CAD MSRP (C)
show artwork on one side with the reverse image visible through
the back. Double-sided flags feature two layers sewn together with
Dye Sublimation Imprint a block-out liner in between. Header can be finished with a sewn-in
Item # Description
1
2-5
6-11
12-24
golf
tube or canvas heading and grommets.
109070 6' Premium Throw
109071 8' Premium Throw

435.00 390.00 365.00 340.00
460.00 410.00 385.00 360.00

White fabric dyed with any color

CAD MSRP (C)

EUROFIT SWIVEL SIGNS

STARTING AT

84.92

$

Our popular EuroFit displays have expanded to outdoor signage with
the EuroFit Swivel Sign. Provide helpful and informational signage at
showdowndisplays.com
• info@showdowndisplays.com
any outdoor event.
EuroFit Swivel Signs will rotate with the breeze;
All transactions and payments are processed in US Dollars. Canadian pricing shown
recommended
for
winds
up with
to the
15current
mph.
Available in three sizes.
for informational purposes only. Pricing subject to change
exchange
STARTING ATrate. Pricing published at 1.40 exchange rate.

ASI: 87188
490.05

$

(C)

PPAI: 254687 SAGE: 51697 UPIC: SHOWDOWN PPPC 20101202

showdowndisplays.com • info@showdowndisplays.com
All transactions and payments are processed in US Dollars. Canadian pricing shown
for informational purposes only. Pricing subject to change with the current exchange
rate. Pricing published at 1.35 exchange rate.

ASI: 87188 PPAI: 254687 SAGE: 51697 UPIC: SHOWDOWN PPPC 20101202

(C)

ESSENTIAL PRODUCTS FOR

YOUR NEXT GOLF EVENT

10' TENTS

STARTING AT

928.80

$

Tents elevate your message above the crowd with crisp, taut canopies
that are visible from a distance. Your artwork can be dye sublimated or
imprinted on the canopy in bold, vibrant colors. Multiple sizes, styles and
add-ons create endless possibilities.

(C)

SAIL SIGNS

Sail signs are designed to move in the wind, making them truly
hard to miss. Your artwork will be vibrantly dye sublimated on
super poly knit fabric. Multiple sizes and shapes available.

STARTING AT

203.04

$

(C)

VINYL BANNERS

Make an announcement that gets you noticed.
Full-color banners are available single- or double-sided and come in both
indoor and outdoor options.

STARTING AT

43.52

$

(C)

OUTDOOR EVENT COOLER

This cooler lets you keep beverages cool while promoting your
brand or a big sales event. It holds up to 40 lbs. of ice and 48
standard 12 oz. beverage cans. Your artwork can be displayed
across most of the visible surface area on the side of the unit,
giving your message the ample space it deserves.

STARTING AT

661.50

$

(C)

ARCH A-FRAME
STARTING AT

334.80

$

(C)

IMPORTANT:
CAD MSRP (C)

GALLERY PRINTS

Showcase your golf events as beautiful decoration pieces or
distribute
prizes!6-11
The print
1 as 2-5
12-24 is gallery-wrapped around the frame
to
maximize
graphic
435.00 390.00 365.00 340.00 space and gives a professional look.
Multiple sizes available.
460.00 410.00 385.00 360.00

Dye Sublimation Imprint
Item #

This lightweight and portable A-frame display is perfect for your
outdoor event. Four ground stakes are included to secure the
display. Different images can be printed on each side of the display,
or both sides can be printed to match.

Description

109070 6' Premium Throw
109071 8' Premium Throw

White fabric dyed with any color

CAD MSRP (C)

ULTRAFIT THROWS &
OVER-THE-TOP
DISPLAYS
showdowndisplays.com
• info@showdowndisplays.com

&

98.01
(C)

This double-sided display simply clamps to the edges of a table to create
informational purposes only. Pricing subject to change with the current exchange
.25for
overhead
space.rate.
UltraFit table throws stretch over a table for a wrinkle-free
rate. Pricing
published at ad
1.40 exchange
look.
This
combo
is
ideal
for UPIC:
providing
registration
and information services.
ASI: 87188 PPAI: 254687 SAGE: 51697
SHOWDOWN
PPPC 20101202
.50
Multiple sizes available.

STARTING AT All transactions and payments are processed in US Dollars. Canadian pricing shown

506
$
661

$

STARTING AT

$

(C)

(C)

Prices are subject to change; visit showdowndisplays.com for the most current pricing. Valid 2022.

showdowndisplays.com • info@showdowndisplays.com
All transactions and payments are processed in US Dollars. Canadian pricing shown
for informational purposes only. Pricing subject to change with the current exchange
rate. Pricing published at 1.35 exchange rate.

ASI: 87188 PPAI: 254687 SAGE: 51697 UPIC: SHOWDOWN PPPC 20101202

